TAKING LEARNING
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
ADAPTING ACTIVITIES

Adapting activities

What follows are example activities
that can be managed in groups of 3-15
1 teacher or TA working under a
teacher. You can share these with your
schools or direct teachers to the
resources on CLOtC's website.

Balloon – ‘keepy uppies’: A balloon is
kept in the air by using breath. Then
the ‘leader’ call out a body part which is
then used to keep the balloon in the
air, then someone else can call out
another body part etc.

It may be useful to undertake some
briefing on how the activities will be
managed before going outside.

The social distancing hike! With 2m!
lengths of rope or string do a ‘Follow
the leader’ activity – take it in turns to
lead. Could work in small groups up to
six – also encourages team work! Stop
every now and then and do 10 star
jumps on the spot, run on the spot,
press ups etc. Go around, under
obstacles see Electric Fence challenge,
below.

PE and Wellbeing

Don’t forget that Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities are part of the
KS2 PE curriculum, so there could be no
better time than now to be outside and
developing some OAA, for ideas see the
Outdoor Learning section, below.
YST Activity Cards and YST Home
Learning These contain a number of
activity cards for the 60 second
challenge that could be turned into a
circuit of activity.
Cards pitted off and left at activity
stations around the circuit. Look at
personal challenges, record keeping
and data management.
‘Bean game’ is also good – Pupils to
stand 2m apart, I their ‘zone’, and have
to run on the spot. The name of a ‘bean’
is called out and they have to act out
the name of the bean: French bean,
broad bean, runner bean, baked bean,
jelly bean and one for me; ‘has been’.

Athletics: There are many throwing,
jumping and running activities that
could be undertaken. Most require
management of pupils around any
‘waiting’ areas.
Lots or relay games – waiting and
finishing/exchange areas would need to
be clearly marked, no contact or
exchanging items.
Use of hard surface/plastic balls for
throwing for distance or at a target, for
example. Ask pupils to recover any
items after throwing before the next
pupil or group of pupils throw.
Break the group down into smaller
units of 2/3 pupils. They can perform
various jumps (Start with standing long
jumps) hops, steps, bounds for distance
and return back to their group. Again,
keeping 2m apart while waiting will be
important.

Dance: Lots of opportunities for dance,
while keeping 2m apart.
Wellbeing: There may be opportunities
to explore Yoga and stretching and link
to mindfulness. Tae-chi would be a
good activity.
Football: Opportunities for non-contact
skill development, passing, shooting,
dribbling and relays if organised around
social distancing.
Net games: Badminton and short tennis
are possible, but cleaning of equipment
in between different users will be a
consideration. Foot volleyball?
Field games: Quick Cricket? and
Rounders/Softball may be possible.
However, the cleaning of the bat in
between participants would need to be
considered, so more than one bat being
available would be important. Runs
would have to be adapted around the
pitches, with a 2m distance between
runners and those opposition players at
bases (Use a cone level but 2m from
the base for runners to reach). Would
any ball need cleaning/wiping in
between being used?
Orienteering: Considerations – within
the overall course, set individual
courses say of 3-6 check points that
only one pupil will use. For a group of
12 this would mean at least 36
checkpoints.

Once completed they come back to a
checkpoint and check results/answers,
then move to another location to
collect another map. This process will
need supervising, may be useful to
mark out waiting zones and would
probably need to look at supervision
levels according to ability, numbers etc.
Organise to reduce pupils going to the
same checkpoint, have a 2m zone or
waiting area (hula hoop?) at each point,
and waiting around one teacher before
moving on to the next mini course of
checkpoints. (OL Cards – OEAP Outdoor
Learning cards see below).
Outdoor Learning Cards: A selection of
some of the activity cards can be found
in the file sent with this document.
There are four groups of activities:
Orienteering: Cards O 1-17
Team building Cards T 1-17

Map Symbol Running game (Card O4
OL) could be organised if run in small
teams of 3/4. Mark waiting lines while
one person collects a symbol and
comes back. This activity is great to
adapt and support the wider curriculum
by asking pupils to match up ‘pairs’ e.g.
capital cities and countries, maths
questions and answers, English
grammar and explanations etc.
Memory Map (Card O14 OL) could be
run in a similar fashion to May Symbol
Running game. Any image could be cut
up and reconnected such as famous
paintings, maps of various scales,
landmarks or even a story
reconstructed!
Netball Numbers Could be arranged on
a larger scale such as on a football
pitch or fewer pupils take part. Issue
laminated maps, these can be cleaned
after use, or one use paper maps, one
set per pupil. Send pupils out to one
checkpoint at a time to start with, build
up to multiple points. Consider a
waiting area. Pupils start and finish in
their own ‘zones’, where they can also
wait. There could also be hula hoop, or
similar, waiting zones near check
points. Resources attached for football
field activity as well as netball court.
Cardinal Points It may be useful to
review the cardinal compass points first
(4/8/16) Space the pupils out and
identify the location of North, mark this
on the playground or with a symbol. In
the day time, how could you find the
position of north without a compass?

Clue it is easier when it is not cloudy!
Ask all pupils to face north to begin
with, then ask them to point to a
particular compass direction. After a
few goes repeat but ask them to close
their eyes and point. Can be replicated
for degrees and angles.
Using British Orienteering Federation
School Games Resources as well. They
cover some of these activities for both
Primary and Secondary pupils along
with resources to undertake the
activities.

Teamworking

Amazing Maze TB9. As pupils cross the
maze one at a tie it the activity will just
need physically managing at the start
and finish to the Maze. Working with 3
mazes per temporary group would help.
Directions could be given by coordinates or in a foreign language!
More Maze activities can be found via:
National Centre of Excellence Teaching
of Maths – Outdoor Learning Resources
and CPD links.

Environmental Education

Lots of ideas to be found in the OEAP
Environmental Learning Cards.
A selection of some of the activity cards
were sent with this document. There
are four groups of activities:
Awareness and Experience: Cards AE 16
Explore and Understand: Cards EU 7-12
Sustain and Conserve: Cards SC 13-18
Create and Share: Cards CS 19-25

Scavenger Hunts - Pupils could work on
their own looking for items and be
aware of their need to abide by social
distancing as they move around. All
sorts of list could be compiled.
Plant discovery activity (Card AE3) See
attached Card
Mini beast hunt (Card EU8) See
attached Card
Mini-beast models (Card CS19) See
attached Card

Literacy & Phonics

Creative STAR: Provide some really
good ideas to support literacy.
Kung Fu Punctuation: An excellent
physical activity to support punctuation
development.

Problem solving & Maths

There are also some additional resource
ideas from Learning through
Landscapes and Wildlife Watch
attached.

Individual activities: Shape hunts,
patterns observed around the school
site. Use sticks to make a range of
shapes, measure the height of a tree
(EU7 Environmental Learning Cards) or
building on site, design playground
mazes for other pupils try.

The following organisations also have
activity ideas:
Learning Through Landscapes
LtL CPD webinars
Wildlife Trusts Go Wild for 30 days A
great campaign and free resources for
the month of June
Wildlife WATCH (This is a branch of the
Wildlife Trust). Some great free
resources and ideas
As have the Bumblebee Conservation
Trust.

Fizz – Buzz: Maths and team game
played in a circle. One pupil starts, by
saying ‘one’ and deciding which way
round the circle the counting goes. The
next says ‘two’ and on it goes, however,
you could ask that any number with 3
in it or divisible by three they shout out
‘fizz’. Once they get the hang of this
add another challenge by asking them
to ‘buzz’ for any number that includes 5
or is divisible by 5. Of course, a number
that is divisible by 3 and 5 is fizz-buzz!

All of these activities can be
undertaken individually.

Getting back to school

Somerset Outdoor Curriculum have
pulled together 5 days of outdoor based
learning for Year 1 and 2 pupils.
Somerset Outdoors have also produced
a short video for staff who want
guidance on undertaking learning
outdoors.

Cambridgeshire Outdoor Maths Cards:
Alfresco Maths. An excellent set of
resources developed by the
Cambridgeshire Maths Team and the
Outdoor Education Adviser Service.
Creative STAR: has a wide range of
further ideas for outdoor maths.

Creative

Natural art installations: Andy
Goldsworthy, Nils-Udo, Richard Shilling
and Agnes Denes could be used as
inspiration, there are a number of art
themed activities in the Learning
through Landscapes free resources.
Make a musical instrument using
natural resources and create a natural
orchestra.
Musical statues: One group to make
‘music’ and the rest are spread out and
do various activities on the spot –
dictated by a ‘leader’ and they have to
stop when the music stops!

Reflection & PHSE

Circle time: Spaced out!
Raccoon Circle work: 2 to a 4m circle
and join the circles up.
Supporting School Transitions: Some
excellent resources produced by
Somerset County Council Health and
Well Being team

